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June held the child close to her breast, the wind was bitterly chill. The
hillside was very exposed and the shattered stumps of the trees kept little of
the wind away. She waited for David, as she had waited for him so many
times during the past years since they had crawled grazed and bleeding from
the wreckage of the plane.
She had no right to complain, David had turned out to be a good
provider, always returning from the desolate towns surrounding the heath,
with supplies unearthed from ruined cellars. She was still able to experience
a little wonderment that there was still something to be found. There were
others who searched the ruins. Sometimes large bands of people who would
systematically scour under every stone for the sustenance. It was an equal
wonderment that they had been left alone but they were ignored as if they
were unclean - or marked in some way like Cain had once been for the
murder of his brother.
They had murdered no one, on the contrary, they had staggered away
from the wreck of the transporter, after assuring themselves that there was
nothing that could be done for the crew or their guards and had wandered
through the smoking debris of what had once been a forest. Through a tangle
of charred remnants of trees, some of which still glowed after the firestorm
that had swept through. They had clung to each other, each so weak that
independently they would have fallen but together they had a combined
strength. When they were too exhausted to continue they had fallen and
warmed by the glowing embers of the trees, had slept and survived when so
many others had frozen to death in the nuclear blizzard.
Day by day, they marvelled that they still lived. They met no one else
for a long time and began to wonder if they were the only ones who had
survived. They starved and ate ice crystals to stay their hunger and still they
didn't have the tell tale symptoms that would have indicated radiation
sickness. It looked as if they couldn't die, no matter what they did.
After several days and no doubt, after wandering in circles, they came
to the edge of the blacked forest and looked out over a desolated town.
There wasn't one building that still stood, only shattered stumps. They
crouched almost to their knees, staggering forward until they collapsed in the
shelter of one of the tumbled walls.
It had been dark when they had come to their senses again. They
were very hungry and almost too weak to search for food. It had been then,
whilst they were trying to crawl into the shelter of a crumbled house, that the
troop of horsemen had thundered in from the opposite direction to the forest.
They were given no option but to stay with the horsemen. First, they
were bound and then inspected as if they were prize cattle. They found that
they were not the only bound captives, others followed after the horsemen,
stumbling on the frozen ground. They were herded with the rest into the
remains of a large hall, whose roof had tumbled and in the darkness they had
whispered their story to whoever would listen. It seemed that their story was
little different from the rest. They were all wanderers who had escaped from
the cities. Some had been with the horsemen for a number of days, these
said they knew the reason for their captivity. They were to be sold at some
place many days journey across the flat lands that had once been the wheat



belt of their nation and which was now a frozen, wind swept wasteland.
Human slaves were reputed to commanded a price in food and supplies that
would keep the horsemen alive for many days.
The horsemen looked after their captives, investing some of the
supplies they had received from their last excursion, to keep the captives in
good condition. David was singled out for special attention. He was appraised
by the leader of the troop and earmarked for a special price. June was
considered with an equal reflection - she also would command a good price
in the right quarters.
The journey was hard and the horsemen impatient. Some of the
captives would fall, to be hauled back to their feet roughly. If they fell too
often, they were finished off as they lay. It had the desired effect on the
remainder.
June and David had little time or opportunity for private conversation
but at the end of the third day, their chance came. It was time for them to be
fed. David had counted the prisoners, there were over a hundred. At feeding
time, progressively, their bonds were slackened so that they could dip into
the tasteless swill that had been concocted for them. Those who fed them
were indifferent to the murmur of conversation that swelled up as the
prisoners ate.
June eyed the haggard faced men who dumped the large pot close to
them. No one, horsemen or prisoners, wore any protective clothing. She
judged that the party was still perilously close to the city in the remains of the
woodlands that had once created a belt to the Northwest. Radiation from the
clouds above and from the centre of destruction would still be at a lethal
level. During that days journey, the horses had travelled much slower and
some had stumbled to their knees. The poor beasts would be as affected by
radiation sickness as the swaying figures of the men who rode them.
Discipline that evening was noticeably more slack. They had the
chance to talk to their nearest neighbours who told them that the horsemen
had come from the direction of the city and had gathered up refugees as they
found them. The journey had started six or seven days earlier. They all knew
that they were being herded to some destination where they would be
bartered for something the horsemen wanted.
"They won't reach wherever they are going," David declared. "You can
see that they're getting weaker - all we have to do is wait and then we'll all be
free - "
He didn't add the unwholesome truth that most of the prisoners would
succumb to radiation sickness themselves as well as their captors. He
whispered to June.
"Be ready to move when I give the signal!"
June moved restlessly, he sounded as if he was enjoying himself in
some fictional situation. It was true what her parents had said, he had never
grown up.
They were bound once again and June wondered if it was her
imagination that the bonds seemed slacker, as if the strength of the guard
had not extended to making a good job of it. She tested the ropes and they
stretched a little under pressure. Thereafter, she worried at them, wriggling
her wrists and trying to slip one hand free. In the darkness, David shuffled
closer to her. He whispered.
"I think I can work my hands free - "
She didn't respond, it wasn't time for talking, instead she continued the



pressure against the resisting ropes. Her mind was working, even if they did
get free, there was still the question of getting out of the confined room into
which they had been herded. There was no predicting what would be the
reaction from the others if they realised that some of their number had
managed to free themselves and had no intention of freeing them.
After making their escape from the room - where then? All around
them was an open plain across which the icy wind cut like a knife. They
wouldn't last long in the open. She concentrated on her left hand, it was half
out of the bonds. She suppressed a grunt of triumph when it came free,
followed quickly by her other hand. In the darkness she rubbed her wrists and
winced, they were red raw from the rough ropes. Their feet had not been
tightly bound, simply being held by a rope that was looped around each
ankle, with about a foot hanging freely between. It had been enough to
prevent someone whose hands were bound, from making a dash for freedom
but allowed a normal shuffle for the purposes of going outside to relieve
themselves.
She completed the freedom of David's hands and they sat without
speaking in the darkness. She stood up with hands clasped behind her and
shuffled between the nearest neighbours, a few stirred but no suspicions
were aroused. She made her way to the open doorway and peered out. A
dark form was slumped against a nearby wall. A guard had been set to make
sure the prisoners behaved themselves. He didn't stir - either he was asleep
or he saw no reason to check on yet another female prisoner visiting the
outside.
June moved round the side of the building, watching carefully for other
guards. She heard horses snorting, they were very restless, perhaps sensing
the silent death that was seeping out of the atmosphere into their bones. She
waited a little way from the door and behind a wall, until David casually
appeared, silhouetted against the pearly grey sky - behind the cloud, the
moon was a lurid red, it was full but shed little light. She shivered in the
darkness and it wasn't only because of the icy wind. David joined her and
took her arm.
Instead of heading out away from the ruins, he led her deeper into the
cluster of shattered dwellings. It had been a sizeable township in its day,
serving the rich farmlands that had stretched to the horizon. They were gone,
under a blanket of radiation laden snow and the town was deserted, being too
near for refugees fleeing from the city to consider it a safe haven. Those who
might have remained would by this time be dead. June prayed that they
wouldn't stumble over some frozen corpse.
She followed David into the ground floor of a building she could not
recognise. It might once have been a store or an office block. Most of the
upper parts had fallen into the area they now entered and it was difficult to
make their way through the rubble in the dark. The wind seemed to shake
what was still left standing. It was not a comfortable place to be, with the
constant fear of other falls from the tottering ruins. She lost all sense of
direction, twisting and turning and then, apparently satisfied, David stopped.
"If they search for us, we'll be hard to find. Let's hope that they will
think we've gone away from the town."
"And if they don't?"
"They'll search for a while - but even if they do, I think they'll give up
and move on. They know they're losing strength too."
They said nothing more after that. They huddled together in a recess



and waited for the dawn. She didn't shrink back when he placed a protective
arm around her. In earlier times she would have scorned the gesture, now
she was alone and comfort and consideration was hard to find.
Soon after the grey dawn, they heard the camp come to life. She had a
sudden stab of terror, surely tell tale footprints would guide their captors to
them and then she remembered the constant wind and the snow flurries that
had persisted all night and how these had penetrated into their shelter and
she felt a little more easy. Voices were raised before long, some strident and
demanding and others subdued and conciliatory. She felt a stab of
conscience, their former companions were being interrogated. Some of the
cries turned to pain and she tried to close her ears to it. David gripped her
shoulders hard and she tried to pretend that it was the only reality and that
the cries and the whole episode were some unrelated nightmare.
There was more movement, commands were barked out and the
horsemen started their search. All around them was movement and they
remained still, tense and mute, hardly daring to breath as the sounds came
closer. They could smell the horses and hear their snorts and the clatter of
hooves on the loose stones of the ruins. The rattling of harnesses and the
soft swearing of the riders told them that some had dismounted and were
entering the building. They crouched down in the recess and prayed silently,
not even knowing if prayer counted for anything anymore.
There was a sound of falling stone and a cloud of dust that nearly
choked them. Cries of pain told them that someone had been injured. The
searchers receded, carrying their injured with them. They didn't move for a
long time, even after they knew that the group had left. The day was almost
gone when finally they eased their way out of their hiding place. They were
very cautious, moving very slowly and quietly. Eventually, they stepped out
into the shattered street in front of the building. There was no one to be seen
and they became more confident. It was nearly the cause of their undoing.
June had stepped out into the street that had housed their prison.
Long afterwards, she wondered why they had chosen to return to that
particular spot. David was still in the side street, when she heard the clatter of
hooves behind her. A solitary horseman was goading his mount into a gallop,
aiming straight for her, he was whirling a long leather whip and his intention
was obvious. She screamed as the whip cut into her waist and curled around
her. She stumbled and would have fallen under the hooves of the horse,
except that David hurtled out of the side street and caused the horse to rear
in fright. Its rider fought for control as David grabbed a hold on the whip and
tugged with all his strength. The rider was hopelessly unbalanced and hit the
road with a sickening thud. He didn't land well and lay very still. The horse
reared and trampled its hooves into the prone body before bolting for the
open countryside.
June's legs caved under her and she screamed. David looked
incapable of movement, except to drop the whip. It seemed a long time before
he collected his wits enough to pull June to her feet and try to stop her
screams. If other horsemen had been near, it would have been the end of
them but it looked as if the leader had left one man to see if the escapees
would emerge or return to the town. David looked at the empty landscape into
which the horse had bolted. If it made its way back to the main group by
instinct, it would announce that its rider had met with some mishap and they
might return.
He unwound the whip from June's waist and revealed the injured flesh.



He had nothing with which to help her, all he could do was soothe and
comfort. Even as he did so, he knew how urgent it was that they should
move, the rest of the group would not be far away. He took a calculated risk
and led her back in the direction of the city. As the ground rose, a mist moved
in to add to their misery. They had eaten nothing for nearly twenty four hours
and it could only be a matter of time before they would be too weak to go on.
They stumbled through the mist and re-entered the blackened forest
which clothed the hills around the devastated city. The storm increased to
blizzard proportions, with blinding flurries of ice crystals stinging their faces,
their eyes wept in protest and the tears froze on their cheeks. After a while
they cried out against the wind, for God to relent and lead them as He had
promised and to sustain them - if they still meant anything to Him. The wind
intensified as if to remind them that they were still within the absolute power
of the Dragon and then it stopped abruptly and the cascade of snow eased.
They leaned sobbing against a charred stump of a tree and waited for
the next seconds to reveal their further torment. June sank to her knees in the
thick covering of snow, she knew that she could not go on. It was the end.
David looked at her helplessly, not having the strength to lift her up again. He
rasped into the silence.
"Is this all there is? Is this what sustenance means?"
He knew he was accusing his God but it didn't seem to matter
anymore. The answer came unexpectedly and for a terror stricken moment,
they thought that the horsemen had found them. Two figures emerged from
the trees to one side and stopped abruptly when they saw them braced
against the trees. They ran forward and David thrust out his hands to protect
them - or in supplication - and then his knees gave under him and he sank
down into the snow. They were barely conscious of being lifted and carried,
before blacking out.
They had no way of knowing how long they had been unconscious and
the return to alertness was slow. The first impression was of comfort and
even in his half stunned state, that was totally illogical to David. Comfort was
something that belonged on the other side of the nuclear attack. Comfort was
something almost forgotten and something they could never expect to
recover - but he was warm, shrouded, as he soon found out, in a blanket. His
shredded clothing had been removed. He sat up cautiously but they were
alone in a room which was lit by a hurricane lamp.
June was laying on a bunk on the other side of the room, she met his
eyes steadily.
"Who undressed me?"
"The same person or people who undressed me, I suppose. Is it
important?"
She shook her head slowly.
"What is this place?"
David shrugged, the action was lost in the shrouds of his blanket.
"What's more important is to find out who are our hosts."
"The horsemen!"
She felt a surge of panic. David shook his head.
"I don't think so, if it was them, we wouldn't be in a warm room with all
the comforts of home."
It was a warm room and certainly many of the comforts of home were
around them. They eased of the bunks and steadied themselves before
attempting to explore. They were in one large room with a door at each end.



On shelves around the walls, were large quantities of tinned goods. A stove
stood in one corner and a small sink was next to it. Two bunks, a table and
two chairs completed the furnishings. One of the doors led into a storeroom
full of other supplies, food, drums of kerosene, household supplies.
"Quite a little nest," David murmured.
"But what for?"
He couldn't answer her. The other door led to the outside and once
again they were introduced to a raging blizzard. They beat a hasty retreat to
the warmth. Only afterwards, when they ventured out again, were they able to
answer their own questions. The bunker was set into the side of a slope. It
was well shrouded from view by a growth of blackened bushes. Before they
had been burnt, it would have been virtually impossible to find the entrance.
Someone had gone to a great deal of trouble to equip the place. The
assumption had to be made that they were wealthy enough to prepare for a
nuclear attack - there had always been some who either knew more than
others, or who thought they could survive if the worst happened.
The water supply was recycled in some way. Their wastes were
disposed of chemically. There was available food and supplies for many
months. Just who the 'someone’s' were who had organised the place, they
never knew. Who it was that found them and carried them there, they never
knew. In the course of time, they came to believe that they must have been
angels, for there was no other credible explanation.
Now, June waited in the door of the bunker, looking out through the
blackened stumps of trees to the direction from which she expected David to
return. The child stirred uneasily in her arms. She wondered how much
longer they could hope to keep it alive. Perhaps it had been a mistake to
succumb to the loneliness and make the child. In earlier times there would
have been many who would have condemned their selfishness to bring a
child into such a world. A world that showed no sign of life and where the
supplies within the bunker had dwindled down to a few remnants.
The child could expect no future, the blizzards still raged almost
continually, it was as if seedtime and harvest had ceased, as if Almighty God
had revoked his promise to Noah that while the earth remained, seedtime and
harvest would remain and summer and winter, day and night. The winter had
been upon them perpetually since the first days of the Destruction.
She had lost count of days, one followed on after the other in an
endless progression of dull grey skies, snowstorms and bitterly cold winds.
She had seen no other living creature except for David and her child. It was
another boy, they had called him Daniel. Darren was now a memory of
another life, she still grieved for him but the making of another child and
caring for it, had eased the sorrow.
She stirred uneasily, this time, David had been a long time gone. In the
beginning, when he had first gone out to forage in the shattered suburbs
close to the forest, he had returned within the day, glad to escape from the
bitter cold
‹and desolate landscape. After a while, he could find nothing more close at
hand and he had started earlier, while it was still dark and would return long
after hidden sun had set. On the last occasion he had returned in the dawn,
frozen and exhausted. This time, he had been gone for two days.
He had told her of the others crawling around the ruins of the city. For
sometime he had had to move cautiously, making a great detour to shake of
any who might be tracking him. He wasn't sure if they had seen him but he



had decided not to take any chances. She wondered if they had been waiting
for him to emerge from the forest this time and if he would come back to her.
She fought down the panic and tried to think.
The child wailed, it was almost three years old, as far as she could
calculate. She had feared at its birth that she might bring forth a monster, that
somehow it had been damaged within her under the relentless radiation from
the cloud and the ground but it had been born whole and had thrived in the
early months. Then it had seemed to stop, as if the struggle had been too
much. It had never spoken and had not learned to walk, although it shuffled
around and crawled and responded to her and to David.
She knew that without David, it would not be long before the meagre
supplies that were left would be used up. She would not be able to forage for
herself and the child. They would either starve or would have to leave the
sanctuary of the bunker. There would be nothing for her, except to go down
into the city and take her chances with the ones who survived in the ruins.
She waited a little longer in the gathering darkness and then retreated into
the shelter, closing the door after her. If David did not return before the
morning, she would have to assume that he wasn't able to do so. She knew
that he hadn't abandoned her or their child. David was still David, shallow,
selfish in many ways - the boy who had never grown up - but he loved his son
and was affectionate to her and she could not ask for more. She knew that he
would return if he could. If he failed to do so before the morning, she would
take the rest of the supplies and go down out of the forest.
What she did not know was, that the next day was 1355 after the onset
of the Great Destruction.


